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Abstract
The

1 INTRODUCTION

Choquet

Integral

is

a

successful

A data set, with one decision attribute, consists

classification method. However, like other

of a finite number of condition attributes

methods, when applied to large data sets where

(variables) X  x1, x2 , , , , xn  and a condition

many coefficients have to be optimised, search

attribute y that can have a number of values. A

methods such as genetic algorithms (GA) are
used. In this paper, heuristics are developed
that can achieve reasonably accurate results by

record is one observation of all the attributes.
The value of an attribute xi over all records is

using information gained from the data set.

considered to be a function of xi and it is

This enables optimisation using a smaller set

customary to write f j,i  f j xi  as the j th

of coefficients than those needed in the original
search space and this may provide a good
starting place for a GA search and other
optimisation methods. For the purposes of this
research, the data used is the Wisconsin Breast
Cancer data set, and it is envisaged that the
methods

described

onwards

to

here

many

will

other

observation of the ith attribute, [1]. The
classification occurs when information from
existing records is used to predict the value of
the decision attribute for a new record when
only its condition attributes are known.

generalise
optimisation

techniques and data sets.
Key Words: Data mining, Optimisation,
Genetic Algorithm, GA, Choquet Integral,
Heuristics, Classification, Wisconsin Breast
Cancer.

With many variables to explore, search
algorithms such as genetic algorithms (GA) are
often used. The idea of genetic algorithms was
invented by Holland [2] Looking at nature
Holland considered Darwin's theory of natural
selection, i.e. that the fittest members of the
species survived to breed more often and thus
produced more offspring. As offspring inherit
their characteristics from their parents, fit
members of a population would have a better
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chance of passing their characteristics on to the

produce better results than a previously-

next generation than unfit members. Over

published rough set analysis of the same data;

generations the species would evolve as the

and shows comparable results to the well-

average fitness of its members rises. It is also

known ID3 information theoretic approach.

possible that some random change might

The Choquet integral is a well-known

appear in a member of the next generation. If

classification method. It requires that a

this random change is of benefit then that

coefficient, called a measure be allocated to

individual will be successful and the random

every subset of X the condition attributes. In

change will be passed on to yet another

this paper heuristics are developed to find a

generation.

good set of coefficients. Genetic algorithms are

Heuristics are often used to direct the search

a common tool for finding the large number of

in a possibly useful direction that may achieve

coefficients needed to find the measures

a result of high fitness by the GA [3, 4]. A

needed for Choquet classification [1], [9]. It is

heuristic can be considered as some simple and

anticipated that fresh ideas on heuristics will

fast technique which, although may not find

help future authors with GA and other searches.

the optimum will often find a good place to

The data used in this experiment is the well-

start. One or more of the members of the

known Wisconsin Breast Cancer data set [10].

population are heuristically enhanced before

Results reported in this paper are comparable

the search begins. Blind heuristics, for

to others reported for the same data set in the

example bit-flipping [5, 6] can be useful but

literature.

use no information gathered from the data. In

Sections to follow are: §2 Wisconsin Breast

Adams [7] Chapter 6 heuristics based on the

Cancer Data Set, §3 Description of the discrete

autocorrelation and on the discrete Fourier

Choquet integral §4

transform were developed. They were used to

heuristics) §5 Heuristics Developed §6 Results

optimise the number of coefficients of

and Comparisons.

Rationale (of the

multiple-valued polynomials. Results were
shown to be significantly better than running

2. WISCONSON BREAST CANCER

the genetic algorithm without heuristics.

DATA SET

Heuristics methods can be a successful

The Wisconsin Breast Cancer data set is

technique in their own right. In [8] a novel

available at [10]. It consists of 699 records of

heuristic (activity of the variables) was used to

patients who were examined for breast cancer

partition a decision table into sub-tables and

and had various measurements taken. As

generate a simpler set of rules than the original.

sixteen of the records have a missing value

The proposed activity heuristic is shown to

only the 683 complete records are used here, of
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these 239 had cancer and 444 had not. The data

economics. The discrete Choquet integral is

was collected from January 1989 until

used as an aggregation technique and has been

November 1991 by Dr. WIlliam H. Wolberg

developed by many authors for classification

(physician) at the University of Wisconsin

purposes, including [14] and [15]. The integral

Hospitals Madison, Wisconsin, USA [11, 12].

takes the form:

The scale of each measurement is an integer in
the range one to 10, and the attribute
information for the data is given below. For

C  f

n

     

d   f xi*  f xi*1   xi* , xi*1 ,...x n*
i 1

this paper the first condition attribute x1 is

(1)

Clump Thickness and the last condition

Where the variables xi* are a permutation of the

attribute x9 is Mitoses. The decision attribute

x i into ascending order of their value. Here 

y is Class. In order to integrate with the

is a measure or weighting associated with each

authors existing software, the decision class

subset.

was relabelled as y  1 meaning benign and

A three variable example of how the integral is

y  2 meaning malignant.

calculated will now be given. Suppose

Attribute Information:

X  x1, x2 , x3  , then there is a lattice of

1. Sample code number: id number

subsets [see Figure 1]. For three variables there

2. Clump Thickness: 1 - 10

are eight subsets in the lattice. The lattice is

3. Uniformity of Cell Size: 1 - 10

partially ordered by inclusion. A weighting 

4. Uniformity of Cell Shape: 1 - 10

called a measure is allocated to each subset. In

5. Marginal Adhesion: 1 - 10

this example the weights are as follows:

6. Single Epithelial Cell Size: 1 - 10

{}  0 ,  {x1}  0.4 ,  {x2 }  0.1 ,

7. Bare Nuclei: 1 - 10

 { x3}  0.2

8. Bland Chromatin: 1 - 10

{x1, x3}  0.5

9. Normal Nucleoli: 1 - 10
10. Mitoses: 1 - 10

,
,

{x1, x2}  0.4
{x2 , x3}  0.6

,

{x1, x2 , x3}  1 .

11. Class: (2 for benign, 4 for malignant)

3 DISCRIPTION OF THE DISCRETE
CHOQUET INTEGRAL
The Choquet integral was proposed by
Choquet [13] to study capacities in the field of
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the information available to estimate the
decision attribute. However, the Choquet
Integral also aims to take account of the
interaction between variables, and has many
applications such as for optimisation [1], to
shift work [16], for multiple regression [17],
and for decision rules [18].
There follows an example of classification
using the Choquet Integral on a data record
Figure 1 Lattice of Sub-sets

Now suppose that a record has the following

from the Wisconsin data set [Note: It is

values f x1   4 , f x2   8 , f x3   2 . Firstly

unnecessary to calculate differences when

the variables are re-arranged in ascending

same value]. The nine condition attributes are

order of size of their values, x3 , x1, x2 . Then

labelled from x1 to x 9 and their values

starting from the top at the universal set X , a

recorded in Table 1:

adjacent attributes in ascending order have the

path is made through the lattice. At each step
the variable with the next lowest value drops

Table 1: Example Record
Att.

x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

x6

x7

x8

x9

F(x

6

8

8

1

3

4

3

7

1

out. {x1, x2 , x3} → {x1, x2} → {x2} → {} . The
measure for each subset in the path is
multiplied by the difference between the
lowest value of the variables in the subset and
the value of the variable that has just dropped

)

After sorting in ascending order the table
becomes:

out. Then all the products are added up. The
calculations are:

Table 2: Sorted
Att.

x4

x9

x5

x7

x6

x1

x8

x2

x3

Aggregation is a way to replace all the

F(x

1

1

3

3

4

6

7

8

8

numbers x1, x2 , , , xn by just one number (a sort

)

2  01  4  2 0.4  8  4 0.1  3.2 .

of averaging). Then if the aggregated figure
falls below a certain cut-off the record is
classified in one way and if above it is
classified in another. The use of a simple
weighted average takes into account the

Table 3: Calculation
Att.

x1 to

Diff.



Diff× 

1

1.00000

1.000000

x9
111

111

111

contribution each condition attribute makes to
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111

011

2

0.670496

1.340992

001

1

0.656327

0.656327

000

2

0.656327

1.312654

110
111

probability of 239/683.

010
111

000

1

0.300222

0.302222

010
011

through a subset which is close to this global
ratio then there is little evidence either way. If

through the subset may well provide a strong
indication of the patient’s condition. Thus

000

1

0.302222

0.302222

000
000

If a patient passes

far from the global probability then passing

010
011

which are malignant. That is an overall

expected frequency is the tool used in this
paper.

000

The other key idea is that instead of looking for

000
Total

4.914417

values for all 512 measures (coefficients) and

As you can see the value of the integral is

searching

through

a

vast

number

of

heavily dependent upon the measures assigned

combinations of settings. A small set of

to each subset. There are 512 subsets of the

parameters is instead examined. Suppose a

nine condition variables of the Wisconsin data

black box needs to receive k parameters in

set. It is difficult to allocate optimum values to

order to operate and its job is to generate a

all of these coefficients thus search techniques

much larger set of m parameters, needed for

like genetic algorithms are often used for this

optimisation. Then it is easier to search the k

and for similar problems.

parameters than the m directly. This is useful
to get an approximate solution that can then be

4. RATIONALE

passed through some further optimisation

The data itself provides information on how

procedure. It is believed that this idea can be

new data may be processed. If a subset is

applied more generally to many other

traversed by a new record and all the evidence

optimisation problems.

from the previous data says that any patient
whose records passed through that subset has

5 HEURISTICS DEVELOPED

cancer then there is strong evidence to suggest

The ideas behind the various heuristics are

that this patient may have cancer. Likewise, if

explained in the sub-sections following. The

all information from prior records showed no

heuristics design a function and if this function

cancer, it would be expected that the patient’s

is graphed then the horizontal axis (x) is the

condition

frequency

frequency of class two records passing through

considered here to be important is the

that particular subset in the lattice; and the

frequency of class two (malignant). Looking at

vertical axis (y) is in the range [─1, 1].

the whole data set of 683 records there are 239

5.1 Mean

was

benign.

The
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This simply calculates the mean of the nine

Class1 freq  Class2 freq

condition attributes and then chooses the best
cut off point. Using the Choquet integral the

TotalTwo
TotalOne  TotalTwo

(3)

mean is the result of calculations when the
measure of a subset M is

When the frequency of class two (cancer)

M
9

where M is

is exactly that which is expected the ratio

the cardinality of M [15].

calculates to zero. The measure is

5.2 Class Frequency Formula

calculated from the ratio in the following

For each subset in the lattice, a frequency count

manner measure= 0.5*(ratio +1) this re-

is made of the number of records that take a

scales so that the range of the measure is

path through the subset that are of either class

the interval [0, 1].

one (no cancer) and class two (malignant). The

5.3 Simple Straight line Method

grand totals across all of the data set are also

The measure is calculated using a straight line

used. If both frequencies are zero then the

that passes through the origin and the point

measure is assigned to be zero. When at least

(Class1freq + Class2freq, 1). Here, the

one of the frequencies in non-zero the

horizontal axis is the class two frequency, so if

following ratio is calculated:

every record is class two then the value one

Class2 freq  TotalOne  Class1 freq  TotalTwo
Class2 freq  TotalOne  Class1 freq  TotalTwo

(2)
Here TotalTwo is the total number of
records

with

classification

two

(malignant) in the data set; Class2 freq

will be calculated. If there are no class two
records, then the measure will be zero.
5.4 Two Straight line Segments
This method is designed that if the frequency
of class two is the same as expected, then the
y-coordinate will be 0; If all are class two, then

is the number of records classified as two

the y-coordinate is 1; and if no class two, it is ̶

that pass through this particular subset.

1.

This ratio has the following properties:
If Class2 is zero the ratio becomes  1 .

5.5 Four Straight line Segments

If Class1 is zero the ratio becomes 1.

This method is similar to the two straight line

The expected number of Class2 (cancer

method and is designed that if the frequency of

patients) that pass through the subset

class two is the same as expected, then the y-

when the grand totals are used for

coordinate will be 0; If all are class two, then

calculation are:

the y-coordinate is 1; and if no class two, it is ̶
1.
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However instead of just one straight line
between the expected value and the sum of the
frequencies two straight lines are used. The
mid-point is used as an additional x-coordinate
(frequency) and the y-coordinate can be set
arbitrarily. The two lines will intersect at these
coordinates. A search process can be used to
Figure 2: Example with Four Line Segments

find a suitable y-coordinate.
Similarly the mid-point between the origin and

6 RESULTS & COMPARISIONS

the expected value can be used to generate

A reclassification of the entire data set was

another pair of lines. The motivation is that

made. (Reclassification was performed on an

frequencies close to the expected value do not

artificial data set in [19] as a proof of concept

provide strong evidence so this provides a way

of the Choquet integral classifier.) The

of making their measure even smaller than it

reclassification results for this paper are

would be if a single straight line was used. In

presented in Table 4.

total there are four line segments. Obviously

Table 4

more than four line segments may be used.

Method

Reclassification

Here is an example where six records

Mean

97.36%

belonging to class one and fourteen belonging

Formula

97.22%

to class two, passes through a certain subset.

One Segment

97.51%

The expected frequency for class two is then

Two Segments

97.22%

239
 6.9985  7 . The upper mid-point
683

Four Segments

97.80%

20 

is 0.5  7  20  13.5 and this is to have a y-

The

formula

method

produced

a

value of 0.2. Therefore, there is a change of

reclassification rate of 97.22%. The structure

line segments at the coordinates (13.5, 0.2).

of the formula has a logic to it. That if the class

Similarly

two frequency is what would be expected from

the

lower

mid-point

is

0.5  0  7  3.5 and this is to have a measure

the global frequencies then it calculates to zero;

of  0.3 . The graph shows the example

but if the frequency of class two is zero the

function calculations with all four line

formula returns  1 , and if instead the

segments

frequency of class one is zero it calculates to
+1. It may be worth considering using a bias
where an extra parameter is added to the
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expected frequency before calculation so that a

Ten-fold cross validation was performed on

number higher than (or lower than) the

four of the methods of this paper results are in

expected frequency is actually the zero. Such a

Table 5.

parameter can be global or can even be

Table 5

optimized for each subset.
The mean method did well considering its
simplicity with a reclassification rate of

Method

10-fold cross validation

Mean

97.51%

Formula

96.20%

One Segment

95.71%

97.36%. This result and the closeness of all the

Two Segments

96.20%

various results reported in the literature would

Four Segments

96.62

suggest that the Wisconsin data set does not
stress the classifications techniques hard

As some of the test data would pass through

enough to produce strong differences.

subsets of the lattice that were not used in the

Three papers [20, 21, 22] used only the 683

training data, when both the frequencies of

complete records. In the papers the first 400

class one and of class two were zero the

records were used for training and the last 283

measure was set to M 9 . Methods such as

for testing. The resulting testing accuracy’s
were:

98.10%,

97.50%

and

98.10%

respectively.
A comparison of the efficiency of five different
classification methods on the Wisconsin Breast
Cancer data set was reported in [23]. The
method used was 10-fold cross validation and
a t-test. The Weka (Waikato Environment for
Knowledge Analysis) tool [24], which is a
downloadable platform housing a variety of
classification algorithms, was used for the
calculations. The five methods were: Bayesian
Network, Naïve Bayes, Multi-layer Neural
Network, the ADTree decision tree, and the
J4.8 decision tree. The resulting efficiencies
for each classifier were: 97.20%, 96.11%,

those used here are probably more suited for
large benchmarks were lots of information
regarding frequencies can be calculated.
The mean did slightly better than the best of the
five methods reported in [23]. The two line
segment method and the Formula method
outperformed the lowest three reported namely:
Multi-layer Neural Network, ADTree and J4.8
tree. The one line segment method tailed at the
end.
The heuristics demonstrated here have shown
to be comparable to and often better than the
more complicated ideas of neural network and
decision trees. This fundamentally different
and fresh approach should now be explored
further on a wider set of benchmarks.

95.58%, 95.49%, and 94.92% respectively.
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